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AFT Teacher Leaders Program

What is the AFT Teacher Leaders Program?

The AFT noticed the lack of teacher voice in education policy discussions in our country and decided to do something about it. Why weren’t experts in the classroom being asked for their input on how to ensure that our children have the best opportunities to learn? To help address this question, the AFT designed the Teacher Leaders Program in 2011, based on Ellen Meyers’ Teachers Network, to help prepare educators to facilitate discussion of the issues that affect our profession—both locally and nationally. Twenty-two locals have participated in the program since its inception.

The Teacher Leaders Program identifies and brings together locally selected teachers and empowers them to assume active leadership roles in their schools, unions and communities. These teachers then serve as catalysts to build the profession and strengthen the union and its connection to the community in order to generate support and understanding of public schools. Teacher leaders will continue to use the skills they develop in the yearlong program throughout their careers.

What Do Teacher Leaders Do?

At 9 a.m. one Saturday each month during the school year, teachers across the country meet with their union colleagues to discuss current federal, state and local policy issues; talk about their personal action research projects; develop plans to build community support for their schools; network with local leaders; and share in camaraderie with like-minded teachers.

“Truly a great experience networking with other teachers and developing strategies to discuss topics that are relevant in education today.”

—AFT Teacher Leader from Pittsburgh
Why Should Local Affiliates Participate?

Through the AFT Teacher Leaders Program, local affiliates have:

• Established relationships among teachers and policymakers, community organizations and community leaders;
• Developed an informed teacher voice to participate in both the local and national dialogue on education;
• Established a vehicle for positive messaging about public schools and their unions; and
• Created a pipeline for future school and union leaders.

“One of the most rewarding professional development experiences I’ve had as a teacher.”

—AFT Teacher Leader from Washington (D.C.) Teachers’ Union

How Does My Local Apply To Be a Teacher Leaders Program Site?

The program is open to all local AFT affiliates. Applications are accepted every spring, with orientation to follow in the summer.

For more information, contact Marjorie Brown at mbrown@aft.org.

Be the next local to join this exciting program, which enlightens, informs, and develops teachers and other educators, and makes long-lasting and purposeful changes in school districts.

“I thank you for the opportunity to be part of an educational, enlightening and meaningful program. As a result, I feel empowered to do more and speak up for my profession.”

—AFT Teacher Leader from Toledo, Ohio

Teacher leaders’ research supports the four pillars of powerful and purposeful public education: promoting children’s well-being, supporting powerful learning, developing teacher and staff capacity, and fostering cultures of collaboration among educators, administrators, families and communities.

Research includes:

• Supporting inclusion for students with disabilities;
• The effect of reducing suspension and expulsion on school climate;
• Involving girls with quality STEM activities;
• Getting adolescent immigrant ELLs ready for college and career;
• Arts advocacy;
• The effects of student-selected texts on reading comprehension;
• History in our backyard: place-based learning and establishing community identity;
• Chronic absenteeism;
• Implementation and effect of the Freshman Cluster Program in a large high school;
• Maximum teaching load for elementary music and art teachers;
• Teacher retention and support;
• Violence against teachers;
• Effective teacher evaluation; and
• The effect of increased member engagement on promoting and protecting our professionalism.

Mona Al-Hayani, vice-president of the Toledo Federation of Teachers, used the action research skills she developed through her year in the program to address the problem of human trafficking. She recognized a need and developed and delivered a districtwide practitioner training focused on awareness and mitigation of human trafficking.

The AFT Teacher Leaders Program is supported by the national union in a variety of ways: Participating locals receive orientation for the local’s president and facilitator; technical assistance and materials; stipends for participating teachers and facilitators; ongoing support; and access to a nationwide online community of teacher leaders from all locals engaged in this work.

Supporting inclusion for students with disabilities; the effect of reducing suspension and expulsion on school climate; involving girls with quality STEM activities; getting adolescent immigrant ELLs ready for college and career; arts advocacy; the effects of student-selected texts on reading comprehension; history in our backyard: place-based learning and establishing community identity; chronic absenteeism; implementation and effect of the Freshman Cluster Program in a large high school; maximum teaching load for elementary music and art teachers; teacher retention and support; violence against teachers; effective teacher evaluation; and the effect of increased member engagement on promoting and protecting our professionalism.
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